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Abstract. In this paper we present quantum  chemical investigations on structure and stability 
of the sm allest diam ondoids with defects. Resu lts of structure, shape and state pos ition in  
respect each other are also presented. The results of these parameters allow us to found one of 
the smallest diamondoid particle and foresee what  influence to the form ation of the particle. 
Additionally the possible defect places in these particles are investigated and it is showed how 
electronic structure of the particle is depended on the defect. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Nanodiamonds have great in terest in research  over recen t decades because they are very 
promising m aterials for nanotechnology due to their unique properties which com bine 
mechanical, thermic, radio and chemical s tability and large surface area [1-6]. They represent 
an important class of materials with a great in terest in the science of medicine and biology 
because of ability to be used for drug delivery and bio-labeli ng applications [7, 8]. For such 
applications, functionalization of nanodiamonds is needed.  

Diamondoids are nanom eter-sized, hydrogen- terminated diam ond hydrocarbons, i.e. 
nanodiamonds that are em erging as com plementary m aterials to fullerenes and carbon 
nanotubes.  

Usually the properties of crystalline solids ar e ordinary investigat ed without reference 
of their size when their size is ab ove 10 nm. Only in regim e below 10 nm , when the 
investigated derivatives are recognized as sm all nanoparticles, the size as well as the shape, 
number of a toms in the derivatives and so one  comes into play because physical as well as 
chemical properties of the nanop articles are changed. Two m ajor ef fects, which are 
responsible for the size and structure variations in the particles properties, are follows: 

1. The number of surface atoms is a large fraction of the total; 
2. Intrins ic properties o f the interior of  particles are transfor med by quantum s ize 

effects. 
The first an d sim plest m ember of the diam ondoids group, adam antane, is a tricyclic 

saturated hy drocarbon (tricyclo[3.3.1.1]decane) [9]. The s maller diam ondoid m olecules are 
adamantane (C 10H16), diam antane (C 14H20), and triam antane (C 18H24), with  the  genera l 
chemical form ula C 4n+6H4n+12. These lower adam antologues, each h as only on e isom er. 
However there is no data found to indicate wh at sm allest size of di amondoids with defect 
could be. 

Although the properties of the pa rticles are their size and sh ape depended, the particles 
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assume regular shap e, with the s ame well-defi ned faces as a re present in extended crystals  
[10]. Hence, we predict that th e particles, possessed some properties of  the crystalline solids, 
must contain just enough atoms to have identifiable interior.  

It is well known that diamond cubic is in the Fd3m space group, which follows the face-
centered cu bic brav ais lattice. The lattice d escribes th e rep eat pattern. For diam ond cubic 
crystals th is lattice is "deco rated" with a motif of two tetrahedrally b onded atoms in each 
primitive ce ll, sepa rated by 1/4 of  the width of  the unit ce ll in e ach d imension [ 11]. The 
number of atoms in the lattice is 18. Thus we intend investigate nanoparticles consist of the 18 
carbon atoms which arrangem ent describes face-centered cubic bravais lattice. Here, it is of  
considerable interest to understand solid-solid  phase transition in two cases:  sm all carbon 
particles are coated by hydrogen;  the diam ondoid possess defect s, because the derivatives 
may prove one of the m ost diverse and powerful id eals for a "quantum dots". It is noted, that 
only the highest symmetry cases are investigated here.  
 
2. Description of method 
The stabilities and the electroni c structure of the sm all nanodiamonds were investigated by 
using the generalized gradient approxim ation fo r the exch ange-correlation poten tial in the  
density functional theory (DFT ) as described by Becke’ s three-parameter hybrid functional, 
using the non-local correlation and provided by Lee, Yang, and Parr . The DFT  m ethod is  
commonly referred to as B3L YP [12, 13] - a representative standard DFT  method. The TZV 
basis set for C, N and H atom s ha s also  been used [14]. The st ructures of the inv estigated 
nanoparticles have been optim ized globally wit hout any symmetry constraint and by starting 
from initial geom etries that correspo nd to th e structure of th e nanodiamond cell. Hence, th e 
initial geometry of clusters was constructed according to a certain symm etry, why the defect 
(N atom) place was change. Thus, in our case five  different structures were investigated. The 
set of starting configurations was extensive e nough due to high symm etry of the investigated 
diamondoids. The GAMESS program suite was used for all simulations here [15]. 
 
3. Results and discusion 
Let us rem ember that, there is an  infinite number of possib le surfaces which can  be exposed 
for every crystal system. In practice, only a limited number of planes are found to exist in any 
significant amount. Thus, the atte ntion was concentrated on the above surfaces, because it is 
possible to predict the ideal atom ic arrangement for a given surface of a particular m etal by 
considering how the bulk structu re is intersected by the surface. The crystalline structure that 
is expected to be in the i nvestigated nanoparticles was obtai ned on the basis of the symmetry 
of a bond and atom  location in the p lanes. Let us remember that face-centered-cubic lattice is 
cubic in sh ape with identical atoms at each co rner and in the center of each face.  Moreover, 
the more covalent materials tend  na tural to assu me tetrahed ral shapes  characteristics of  the 
diamond. The tetrahedrally bonded atom s can be vi ewed along any of three axes as sheet of 
hexagonally shaped chair structures. It im plies, that in the na nodiamond consist of 18 C 
atoms, at least four ato ms are not joined with others carbon atoms and their position in the 
particle could be related with H atom s num ber.  Thus we are f irstly in vestigated 
nanodiamonds consist of 18 C atoms surrounded by different number of H atom s: 32 and 28 
to find non-m entioned small diamondoids. The number of H atom s is chos en in respect of a  
number of possible C-C and C-H bonds.  Obtained results indicated, that in the case of lar ger 
number of H, the two C atom s (that were in th e corner of cube)  are jo ined with the H atoms 
that leads to  formation of  two CH 4 molecules, while other two corner C atom s joined with 
symmetrically placement C atoms at the face of the cube and three H ones (Fig. 1). To be sure 
that the CH 4 m olecules do not influence to stab ility of the nanodiam ond, the  obtained 
structure was recalculated. The structure is called I to simplify communications. 
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In the case of particle consist of 18 C atoms surrounded by H atom s that num ber is 
insufficient to f orm  the CH 4 molecules and co ver all particle  su rface, we receiv ed that all  
cube-corner C atom s could jo ined with symm etrical face centered C atom s and 3 H atom s 
(Fig. 2). The structure is below ca lled II. It is interesting, that  results of our investigations 
indicate that between the smaller diamondoid molecules the C16H28 should be mentioned too. 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 16 C 

atoms and 28 H atoms located in the cubic cell. The structure is called as I. 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 18 C 

atoms and 24 H atoms located in the cubic cell.The structure is called as II. 
 

In th e abov e cas es, the stru ctures of these particles rem ain f ace-centered-cubic w ith 
similar lattice parameters 3.54 and 3.60 Å of structure I and II respectively. The three surfaces 
are obtained in the above structures too. Both obt ained structures are stable (T able 1). More 
interesting is tha t the e nergy f ormation p er at om of the ab ove structu res is  app roximately 
equal while the HOMO-LUMO gaps , indicated chemical stability (possibility to  make new 
chemical bonds), are very dif ferent. The gap of structure I is approxim ately twice larger than 
those of structure II. It allows us to specula te that there are som e critical num ber of carbon 
atoms and carbon/hydrogen atom  rate, when the nanodiam onds are chem ically stable. 
Moreover, it indicates that the obtained structur e that is not m entioned between the s mallest 
diamondoids is more stable than triamantane. On the other hand, the resu lts obtained indicate 
that the nanodiam onds may be s maller than the described partic les and the sm allest particle 
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could be more stable than our investigated.  
Based on the obtained results, we predict that nanodiamond defect (nitrogen atom  

appearance instead carbon atom) could appeared in  the structure I simpler than in structure II 
because of the lower ch emical stability. Hence, we investigated stability and structu re of the  
nanodiamonds in which position of nitrogen atom  is dif ferent (Figs. 3 -6). The nu mber of 
hydrogen atoms in investigated particles was change in accordance of the position of nitrog en 
atoms, i.e. when the nitrogen atom is in the corner of the cube lattice, then the total number of 
hydrogen atoms in the particle is less by one th an in the initial stru cture of the nanodiam ond 
without defects. This variation is related w ith che mical properties of the nitrogen atom : 
usually only three atoms could sh are their electrons with  the nitrogen atoms. That way the 
nitrogen has a filled outer shell and only two hydrogen atoms have two electrons to fill their 
shells when C-N bond is formed.  

 
Table 1.  Energy formation and HOMO-LUMO gap of the structures investigated. 

Compound Energy formation, 
eV 

Energy formation per 
atom, eV 

HOMO-LUMO gap, 
eV 

Structure I 213.54 4.85 6.49 
Structure II 202.67 4.83 2.80 
Structure III 167.60 4.93 2.13 
Structure IV 197.8376 4.82 1.97 
Structure V 164.26 4.83 1.82 

Structure VII 198.18 4.83 2.01 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 15 C atoms N 
and 18 H atoms located in the cubic cell. The structure is called as III.  

 
According to results o btained, in two st ructures from  four investigated, two CH 3 

molecules should be form ed. The molecules are formed by the carbon atom s that are in the 
corner of the cube lattice, while other corner -carbon atoms are joined with three H atom s and 
face-centered-carbons (Figs. 3-5). These two structur es were recalculated to be sure that the 
CH3 molecules do not influence to stability of the nanodiamond.   

 

N 
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Fig. 4. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 15 C atoms, N 

and 18 H atoms located in the cubic cell. The structure is called as V. 
 
 

Firstly, it is necessary to m ention that the main structure of the diamondoids is obtained 
in all our investigated particles with defects. The structural difference between these particles 
and diamondoids are following: 

1. The corner-cube-carbon atoms should be out of the cube plane; 
2. In several cases the num ber of the carbon at oms is insuf ficient to form center -cube 

lattice, but tetrahedral shape characteristics of the diamond are assumed.  
 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 17 C atoms, N 

and 23 H atoms located in the cubic cell. The structure is called as II. 
 

 

N

N
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Fig. 6. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 17 C atoms,  
N and 23 H atoms located in the cubic cell. The structure is called as VI. 

 
Moreover, the lattic e p arameters of  the par ticle are not d efect pos ition depended a nd 

coincides with that of the above described diamond particle (Table 2). 
 

Table 2. Lattice parameters of the structures investigated. 
Particle  Structure III Structure IV Structure V Structure VII 

Lattice parameter, Å 3.51 3.60 3.52 3.55 
 

The stab ility of  the p articles inve stigated a re not def ect position  de pended too  as  
chemical stability (Table 1). It is necessary to note, that Structure III and Structure V are open 
shell system, however it is not possible to foresee tendenc y to form  new chem ical bonds 
based on the result of invest igations of HOM O-LUMO gap and the particle ener gy of 
formation. Moreover, we checked what happens when the structures becom es closed or open 
shell system in the case where it is possible,  i. e. H atoms is joined with N in Structure III and 
one N-H bond disappeared in the S tructure VII. It is interesting, that the additional H atom 
adding to the initial geometry of the structure III, the equilibrium geometry of these systems is 
different. In the cases  the  H adding ( S tructure III a) CH3 or CH 4 molecules are no t formed 
and shape of the particle looks like shape of the particles IV and VII  (Fig. 8).   

However, when one N-H bond disappeared, results of investigations prove that one CH3 
molecule should formed and struct ure of the particle is some mixture of the structures of the 
described diamondoids (Fig. 9).  

The particles possess also face-centered-cube structure with lattice parameter 3.55 Å that 
fits results presented above. The energy of formation per atoms of the particle is 4.85 eV  and 
4.95 eV for modified S tructure III and S tructure VII respectively and it coincid es also with  
that of other described particles. Of cour se, the HOMO-LUMO gap b ecomes larger (2.62 eV 
and 2.70 eV) than that of the particle with open shells, hence, the partic le has less possibility 
to form new chemical bonds. 

It is very well known, that a semiconductor must have at least two characteristics: 
1. the bonding and anti-bonding orbitals must form a delocalized band;  
2. the HOMO-LUMO gap in m olecular specie s should be generall y of the order of 

0.5 eV to 3.5 eV.  

N
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Fig. 7. View of the structure that is received when an additional H atom is added 

to the structure III.  The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of  
17 C atoms, N and 25 H atoms. The structure is called VII. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. View of the structure that is received when one H atom is removed from 

the structure VII. The structure of the investigated nanodiamond consists of 
16 C atoms, N and 19 H atoms located in the cubic cell.   

The structure is called VIII. 
 

HOMO-LUMO gaps of the investigated deri vatives belong to the above range, but the 
orbitals of  the investigated structures form localized band. The above results prove  
investigations of the states (Fig. 9). It is possible to see that states are widely enough scattered 
in energy, they are too far (m ore than 0.04 eV) apart to overlap m uch with each other . Thus, 
an electron in one such state must change its energy in order to move. Based on the results we 
may speculate that investigated diamondoids do not possess semiconductor properties. 

N 

N
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Fig. 9. Displacement of state of the investigated structures. H letter indicate the Highest 
occupied state. The structures III and V are open shell system, thus one-electron states are 

presented in the case while two-electron states are presented in rest cases. It should be noted 
to evaluate the state are widely enough scattering is investigated. 

 
4. Conclusions  
Quantum chemical investigations on structure an d stability of the sm allest diamondoids with 
defects are performed. It is necessary to mention that the simulation results allow us speculate 
that the diamondoid (without and with defect) size as well as  shape is H atom  num ber 
depended, i.e. naturally the lar ge hydrogen atom number leads to the form ation of the cluster 
resembling CH 4 m olecules, while the above molecules tend to for m C-C bond with nano-
diamonds cage when the H number is smaller. 

We found that between the sm aller diam ondoid m olecules the C 16H28 should be 
mentioned too: the particle stability is similar well known diamondoid such as triamantane. 

The struc ture of  our in vestigated p articles rem ains f ace-centered- cub ic with s imilar 
lattice parameter 3.54 -3.60 Å. However , despite th e similarity of the geom etrical structure, 
the chemical stability (p ossibility to m ake new chem ical bonds) of the inves tigated particles 
are very different. It allows us to speculate that there is som e critical number of carbon atoms 
and carbon/hydrogen atom rate, when the nanodiamonds are chemically stable. 

It is necessary to m ention that the main st ructure of the diamondoids is obtained in all 
our investigated partic les with defects. The structural  dif ference between the diamondoids 
with defect and diamondoids are following: 

1. The corner-cube- carbon atoms should be out of the cube plane; 
2. In several cases the num ber of the carbon at oms is insuf ficient to form center -cube 

lattice, but tetrahedral shape characteristics of the diamond are assumed. 
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